
D I R E C T I O N S



   
By car from north and east (Hamburg, Berlin, Bremen)

By car from south and south/east (Stuttgart, Munich)

  By car from west (Cologne, Düsseldorf)

   

Follow highway A5 direction FRANKFURT/FLUGHAFEN. Leave A5 onto A3  
direction FRANKFURT SÜD. Take the FRANKFURT SÜD exit and follow federal 
road B44/B43 direction Stadtzentrum. The street turns into Kennedyallee. Drive to 
junction Kennedyallee/Stresemannallee and you will see Villa Kennedy on the left hand 
side. Turn left onto Stresemannallee and make a u-turn on the next occasion. 

  

 

   

Follow highway A5 direction FRANKFURT/FLUGHAFEN. Leave A5 onto A3  
direction FRANKFURT SÜD. Take the FRANKFURT SÜD exit and follow federal 
road B44/B43 direction Stadtzentrum. The street turns into Kennedyallee. Drive to 
junction Kennedyallee/Stresemannallee and you will see Villa Kennedy on the left hand 
side. Turn left onto Stresemannallee and make a u-turn on the next occasion.

   

Follow highway A3 direction FRANKFURT FLUGHAFEN until exit  
FRANKFURT SÜD. Take the FRANKFURT SÜD exit and follow federal road  
B44/B43 direction Stadtzentrum. The street turns into Kennedyallee. Drive to junction 
Kennedyallee/Stresemannallee and you will see Villa Kennedy on the left hand side. 
Turn left onto Stresemannallee and make a u-turn on the next occasion.



      With local transportation from Frankfurt  
main train station „Hauptbahnhof“

With local transportation from  
Frankfurt International Airport (FRA)

Exclusive Limousine and Shuttle-Service

   

Leave the train station through the main entrance and you will see the tram  
station in front of  you. Purchase a “Einzelfahrt Frankfurt“-ticket from the RMV  
machines for adults or children. The price is €2,80 or €1,60. Take tram nr. 21 direction  
“Schwanheim/Rheinlandstraße“ and leave at second stop “Stresemannallee/ 
Gartenstraße“. Walk down on the right hand side of  the street in the direction of   
travel until you reach the intersection and turn right. After 50 meters you will reach Villa 
Kennedy. The journey should take about eight minutes (without waiting time).   

   

Follow the signs within the terminal to Local railway station. Purchase a “Einzelfahrt 
Frankfurt“-ticket (with small airplane sign) from the RMV machines for 
adults or children. The price is €4.65 or €2.80. Take S-Bahn train direction  
“Hauptbahnhof“ and leave at the main train station. Exit the train station through  
the main entrance and you will see the tram station in front of  you. Take  
tram nr. 21 direction “Schwanheim/Rheinlanstraße“ and leave at second stop 
“Stresemannallee/Gartenstraße“. Walk down onthe right hand side of  the street  
in the direction of  travel until you reach the intersection and turn right.  
After 50 meters you will reach Villa Kennedy.  The journey should take about 36 minu-
tes (without waiting time).

   

Please ask for our exclusive limousine service and shuttle transfer, provided by our 
partner INTERLINE. For transfers from Frankfurt International Airport, including 
pick-up from the arrival gate, we charge €130.00 one-way in a new S-Class Mercedes.

If  you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact our concierge team: 
Telephone: +49 (0)69 71712 1120 
Email: concierge.villakennedy@roccofortehotels.com
Telefax: +49 (0)69 71712 1125


